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Primary role of the structural phase transition in the strongly coupled structure
and magnetism of La0.835Sr0.165MnO3 single crystal
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We report a neutron diffraction investigation of the role of pressure on the strong coupling between the
structural and ferromagnetic phase transitions in La0.835Sr0.165MnO3. The results are summarized in the form of
a pressure-temperature phase diagram and reveal the dominant character of the structural changes with respect
to the magnetic transitions, which results in a broad metastable area around the crossing point of the structural
and magnetic phase transitions. The phase diagram contains a number of extremely unusual features including
the pressure independence of the Curie temperature in the orthorhombic phase, a reentrance of the rhombohe-
dral phase at low temperatures, and a change of the type of the magnetic phase transition from second order to
first order due to the strong coupling between the structural and the magnetic properties of this material.
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The La12xAxMnO3 ~whereA is Ca or Sr! series of com-
pounds have proved to be extremely useful as model sys
when investigating the physics found in this class of per
skite materials. Evidence for new electronic states1 and mag-
netic polarons,2 the observation of a giant oxygen isotop
shift,3 reports of a current switching of resistive states,4 and
magnetic-field-induced change in structure5,6 as well as co-
lossal magnetoresistance~CMR! near the ferromagnetic spi
ordering temperatureTC ~Refs. 7 and 8! were all first re-
ported from studies on these materials. In this paper
present experimental data on the magnetic and struc
phase transitions in La0.835Sr0.165MnO3 under pressure. The
use of pressure as a thermodynamic variable provides
with a simple but powerful means by which to modify th
interactions within the system without changing the dop
level.

The parent compound of the La12xSrxMnO3 series,
LaMnO3, is an antiferromagnetic insulator below 140
Chemical substitution of the La31 by Sr21 brings about a
‘‘double-exchange’’ interaction between the Mn31 and the
Mn41 ions,9 and forx'0.15, induces a ferromagnetic meta
lic ground state.10,11 Close to the Curie temperature,TC , the
application of a magnetic field can produce up to a thous
fold decrease in resistivity.7,8 Doping with Sr also results in a
change from an orthorhombic (Pbnm; Z54) to a rhombo-
hedral~R3̄c; Z52! structure.TC increases withx, from 238
K for x50.15 to 283 K forx50.175. In contrast, the tem
perature of the structural transition,TS , decreases from 380
to 190 K over the same doping range. For a critical dop
level xc'0.17 the lines on thex2T phase diagram marking
the magnetic and structural phase transitions intersect
temperature of 270 K.11 Due to the sensitivity ofTC andTS
to the Sr concentration in the vicinity of the crossing poi
570163-1829/98/57~12!/6775~4!/$15.00
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different research groups disagree about the estimated v
of xc . For example, in zero field and ambient pressure
sample used in Ref. 5 and reported to havex50.170 exhibits
the structuralR3̄c→Pbnm phase transition at 280 K an
magnetic transition at 260 K which means that this sampl
situated ‘‘on the left’’ of the crossing point on thex2T
phase diagram. For samples withx'0.165 ~i.e., x,xc! the
application of a magnetic field at temperatures immediat
belowTS induces a structural phase transition back from
Pbnm to the R3̄c state.5,6 Similar phenomena have bee
found on application of pressure.12–14 Recently it has been
shown by strain-gauge dilatometry that for a sample withx
50.165 the temperatures of the structural and magn
phase transitions can be brought together by application
hydrostatic pressure of approximately 3 kbar,13 i.e., under a
pressure of approximately 3 kbar,TS5TC . In the present
study we perform not only temperature but also press
scans and use neutron diffraction to monitor directly t
changes in the magnetic and structural phases of a si
crystal of La0.835Sr0.165MnO3.

The measurements have been carried out on single c
tals of La0.835Sr0.165MnO3 grown in an infrared image fur-
nace using the floating-zone method. The details of sam
preparation are described elsewhere.6,13 Neutron diffraction
measurements were carried out using the single-crystal
fractometerD10 at the Institut Laue-Langevin in Grenobl
France. The orthorhombic~200! and ~405! reflections were
chosen to monitor the magnetic and structural phase tra
tions, respectively. A high-pressure cell using gaseous
lium as a pressure-transmitting medium was used as
sample environment. This equipment allowed us to cha
temperature and pressurein situ and to conduct the measure
ments continuously at temperatures between 1.2 and 31
and pressures of up to 5 kbar.
R6775 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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Due to the complexity of the features presented on
P2T phase diagram, we feel it is necessary to present
diagram itself first and then to concentrate on
details. The ‘‘pressure-temperature’’ phase diagram
La0.835Sr0.165MnO3 is created by the two boundaries of th
structural and magnetic phase transitions~Fig. 1!. The first-
order structural phase transition is shown by the t
‘‘ Z’’-shaped curves enclosing the metastable region wh
depending on the (P,T) history of the sample, either th
rhombohedral or the orthorhombic phase can occur.
single line which starts atTC5261 K at ambient pressur
and ends at 282 K under a pressure of 5 kbar correspon
the second-order paramagnetic→ferromagnetic phase trans
tion. The arrows show the directions of the temperature
pressure scans at each measurement point. The hatched
indicates the region of intersection ofTS and TC and sepa-
rates four phases each with different combinations of str
tural ~R3̄c or Pbnm! and magnetic~paramagnetic or ferro
magnetic! order. These phases are marked on the diagram
Pr, Po, Fo, or Fr, where ‘‘P’’ or ‘‘F’’ specify the magneti
state as paramagnetic or ferromagnetic while ‘‘r’’ or ‘‘o
describe the structural symmetry as rhombohedral (R3̄c) or
orthorhombic (Pbnm), respectively. One of the key feature
of the phase diagram is that due to the peculiarZ shape of
the phase boundaries near the crossing point, some o
lines of the phase transitions cannot be seen by tempera
scans alone. The portions of the phase boundaries which
be observed during a temperature scan at a constant pre
are delineated by solid lines. The phase boundaries show
broken lines represent the transitions which can only be
tected by isothermal pressure changes.

FIG. 1. The structural and magneticP2T phase diagram of
La0.835Sr0.165MnO3. The phases are Pr, paramagnetic rhombohed
Po, paramagnetic orthorhombic, Fo, ferromagnetic orthorhom
Fr, ferromagnetic rhombohedral. The Curie temperaturesTC and
the temperatures of the structural phase transitionsTS are marked
with square and circle symbols, respectively. The hatched are
dicates the area of the crossing point. The arrows show the d
tions of the temperature or pressure scans at each measure
point.
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Initially, we consider the phase transitions which occ
during isobaric temperature scans. The temperatureTS1 of
the Pr→Po transition~high-temperature low-pressure part
the phase diagram! decreases linearly with applied pressu
(dTS1 /dP526.1 K/kbar) and disappears abruptly atP
53.0 kbar. For less than 3 kbar, the second-order Po→Fo
magnetic phase transition seen atTC5261 K is pressure in-
dependent. Under a pressure of about 2.4 kbar we obser
re-entrance of the rhombohedralR3̄c phase at the tempera
ture TS2 (TS2,TS1 , dTS2 /dP.0) but this time within a
ferromagnetically ordered state~Fr!. As the temperature is
decreased still further, the sample undergoes a phase tr
tion at TS3 ~low-temperature high-pressure part of the pha
diagram! to a ferromagnetic orthorhombic~Fo! phase. The
phase transitions atTS1 andTS3 both lie on the same bound
ary of the phase transitions from the rhombohedral to
orthorhombic state. However, we need to vary the pressur
a fixed temperature in order to complete this line and j
these two points on the phase diagram~see below!. It is
important to note that in the pressure region up to 2.4 kb
the Po→Fo phase transition is still of second-order. If th
sample is cooled under a pressure between 2.4 and 3.0
for example along the pathBA shown on theP2T phase
diagram, to a temperatureT where 261 K.T.TS2 , i.e.,
without entering the Fr phase, then on heating, the reve
magnetic phase transition Fo→Po occurs at 261 K with no
hysteresis. However, if the sample is cooled sufficiently
enter the Fr regime, i.e., belowTS2 , then during a subse
quent heating run, both the structuralR3̄c→Pbnm and the
magneticF→P phase transitions occur simultaneously as
Fr→Po transition.

To illustrate this behavior we present the temperature
pendence of the integrated intensities of~405! and ~200! re-
flections measured during heating at a pressure of 2.6 k
along the pathAB on theP2T phase diagram@Fig. 2~a!#.
The structural phase transitions can be monitored by no
the changes in the intensity of the~405! reflection which is
only present in the orthorhombic phase. As the tempera
increases the sample undergoes a series of structural p
transitions:Pbnm→R3̄c at TS35238 K, R3̄c→Pbnm at
TS25264 K andPbnm→R3̄c at TS15284 K. The intensity
of the magnetic~200! peak goes to zero atTC5264 K indi-
cating that the magnetic phase transition occurs at the s
temperature as the second structural transition, i.e.,TC
5TS2 . The hysteresis in temperature of the magnetic ph
transition increases as pressure increases above 2.4
This brings us to a very important conclusion: in the hatch
area the behavior of the magnetic sublattice reflects the st
tural changes, switching the type of the magnetic phase t
sition from second order to first order.

The temperatureTS2 and locked to itTC of the Fr→Po
phase transition increase with applied pressure from 2.4 k
to just below 3.0 kbar. At a pressure of 3.0 kbar the Po→Fo
phase transition boundary meets the line marking the st
tural Fo→Fr transition. The intensities of the~405! and~200!
reflections measured on cooling at 3.0 kbar along the p
CD on theP2T phase diagram are presented in Fig. 2~b!.
The structural Pr→Po phase transition occurs atTS1
5275 K. BelowTS1 the intensity of the~200! peak increases
slightly with decreasing temperature, which may be indic
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tive of a degree of short range order, until atTS25261 K
there is a rapid increase in slope reflecting a simultane
structural and magnetic Po→Fr transition. Further cooling
brings about a Fr→Fo phase transition atTS35217 K with
the reappearance of the orthorhombic state.

The Pr→Po and Fr→Po phase boundaries on theP2T
phase diagram intersect at a pressure of 3.0 kbar and
perature of about 275 K. On cooling under pressures hig
then 3.0 kbar the magnetic Pr→Fr phase transition occurs a
a higher temperature than the structural transition. As w
the Po→Fo transition, which takes place in the orthorhomb
Pbnmphase under pressures lower than 3.0 kbar, the Pr→Fr
phase transition is of second order. Nevertheless, in s
contrast to the pressure-independentTC seen in the ortho-
rhombic phase below 3 kbars, the Curie temperature in
rhombohedral phase increases linearly with applied pres
with a dTC /dP53.5 K/kbar. Given that the cell volume i
almost identical in the orthorhombic and the rhombohed
structures5 the change in the pressure dependence ofTC is
especially intriguing. To understand this we note that
Curie temperature, as well as the magnitude of the C
effect in this class of materials, is sensitive to the Mn-O-M
bond angle.15,16When the crystal is compressed in thePbnm
phase, the Mn-O-Mn bonds are ‘‘in-plane’’ and the press
does not affect them much, changing instead the interp
distances. In the rhombohedral phase the ‘‘easy’’ direction
compression is the threefold axis which forms a nonz

FIG. 2. Temperature dependencies of the intensities of~405!
and~200! reflections measured on heating at 2.6 kbar along the p
AB ~a! and on cooling at 3.0 kbar along the pathCD ~b! on the
P2T phase diagram. The low-temperature part of the~200! reflec-
tion is omitted for clarity.
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angle to the Mn-O-Mn bonds. As a result, such bonds

affected more easily by applied pressure in theR3̄c struc-
ture. The temperatureTS3 of the structural Fr→Fo transition
decreases rapidly (dTS3 /dP'210.0 K/kbar) in the pressure
region above 3.0 kbar. The value ofdTC /dP53.5 K/kbar
given in the present paper was derived from the data
tained in the pressure region up to 5 kbar while in Ref. 13
first experimental point after the crossing point was taken
4 kbar and the pressure coefficient was estimated from th
(P,T) points atP54, 5 and 9 kbar. The pressure depe
dence ofTC is still steep just above the crossing point but
flattens as pressure increases above 4–5 kbar.

The results of the isobaric temperature scans have allo
us to establish some phase boundaries and to determine
the pressures 2.4 and 3.0 kbar are special for the phase
gram. It is evident that the high-temperature structu
Pr→Po phase transition disappears abruptly atP.3.0 kbar.
The low-temperature series of Po→Fr→Fo transitions ap-
pears above 2.4 kbar and exists only up to 3.0 kbar where
Po→Fr phase transition vanishes suddenly on crossing
magnetic Po→Fo phase transition atT5261 K and P
53 kbar. This effect is similar to the sharp drop ofTS in an
applied magnetic field of about 2 T on the H2T phase
diagram.5

The temperatures of the Pr→Po and Fr→Po phase transi-
tions approach each other as the pressure nears 3.0
whilst the temperatures of the Fo→Fr and Po→Fr phase
transitions coincide at 2.4 kbar. Although it is possib

FIG. 3. Pressure dependencies of the intensities of~405! and
~200! reflections measured atT5270 K on pressure release alon
pathEF ~a! and on pressure increase along pathFE ~b! on theP
2T phase diagram.
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to imagine that the lines of the structural phase transitions
the P2T phase diagram have a change in slope atP
53.0 kbar,T'273 K, andP52.4 kbar,T'245 K, it is not
clear from the temperature scans what happens to the line
the reverse Po→Pr and Fr→Fo phase transitions at pressur
higher then 3.0 kbar and lower then 2.4 kbar, respectiv
These boundaries as well as the line of the Po→Fo magnetic
phase transition must join together somewhere on the p
diagram. To connect the phase boundaries and to comp
the phase diagram we have performed several isothe
pressure scans at temperatures above and below the hor
tal line of the magnetic phase transition at 261 K. T
changes in the intensities of the~405! and~200! reflections at
T5270 K during a decreasing pressure scan along the
EF and with increasing pressure alongFE are presented in
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!, respectively. The structural and magne
phase transitions occur simultaneously at 3.0 kbar for
creasing and 3.7 kbar for increasing pressure. Isother
pressure scans below 261 K have shown that the Fr→Fo
phase transition is induced by pressure release at pres
below 3.0 kbar.

Using the values for the temperatures and pressures o
phase transitions found during pressure scans we can con
the phase boundaries which were ‘‘invisible’’ for heating a
cooling runs. Due to the hysteretic character of the first-or
structural phase transition and the fact that the magnetic t
sition is tied to it, the crossing ‘‘point’’ occupies a hatche
area on theP2T phase diagram. In this area the sample c
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adopt either a Fr or a Po state depending on the press
temperature path by which it was brought into the area. T
isothermal pressure scans have helped us to establish tha
lines on theP2T phase diagram marking the structur
phase transitions have a ‘‘Z’’ shape due to the re-entran
nature of the transition from the rhombohedral to orthorho
bic phase. It is also clear from the phase diagram that the
of the magnetic phase transition mirrors the hysteresis l
of the structural phase transition within the hatched ar
This reinforces our conclusion that in this region of the pha
diagram it is the structural change which is driving the ma
netic transition.

Finally, a comparison of thex2T,10,11 H2T,5 and P
2T phase diagrams reveals a common trend in the beha
of La12xSrxMnO3 (x'0.165), i.e., increase in Sr conten
magnetic field and/or pressure leads to a crossing ofTS and
TC . We suggest that the abrupt decrease ofTS near
m0H52 T ~Ref. 5! is related to the intersection within th
temperature-magnetic field plane of the line marking
magnetic phase transition and the boundary between the
phases with different structures. A comprehensive study
the hatched area of the phase diagram is possible, if temp
ture and one other parameter—eitherx, H, or P—can be
varied. Since isothermal scans of Sr content (x) are clearly
impossible and there are difficulties with the definition ofTC
in magnetic field, the use of pressure as the second vari
provides us with the only practical means of probing th
complicated phase diagram.
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